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Summarx 

The Harvard Center for Criminal Justice has completed 

its second annual review comparing recidivism rates of youth 

formerly confined in the training schools of the Massachusetts 

Department of Youth Services with the rates for youth in the 

network of community based services now purchased or administered 

by the Department. OVer time comparisons are presented in this 

'report only for those four regions of the state where our sample 

of youth in the new programs have undergone a sUfficient period 

of exposuze in the community to make a comparison of recidivism 

valid. Two measures of recidivism were employ~d based on a check 

of official records of court appearance maintained for juveniles 

and adults by the State Office of Probation: 
(a) any court appear-

ance during a six month period and also a twelve month period 

after release from program; (b) any probation or recommitment 

disposition as the result of a. court appearance within six months 

or twelve months after release from program. Comparisons were 

drawn between a sample of youth paroled by the Youth Service Board 

from the training schools during the fiscal year 1967-1968 with 

a comparable sample of youth released from regional programs of 

the Department in 1973 and 1974. Though the combined totals for 

Regions ~, II, III, and IV in which the completed samples are 

adequate show no significant di£ferences in recidivism rates, a 

full comparison for the state is not possible until the data from 

the three remaining regions, V, VI and VIr including Boston and the 

S-2 

South Shore areas, become available. A final complete report 

results l.'n the two samples will be made at on the comparative 

that time. However, further analysis of the currently available 

data yielded the following findings: 

1) Recidivism rates varied considerably between 
institutions in the 1968 sample for boys. As ~ne d 
mi ht expect because of the selection factor l.n a -
difion~to th~ effect of program, the most secure 
institutions showed the highest r~tes. tOak~~leh~~~est 
Forestry had the lowest rates, Brl.dgewa er e 
and Lyman and Shirley :were in between. (Table 2). 

2) Similarly unofficial recidivism,figures on the 
1974 sample revealed that yout~ p;l~ced l.n secure ~~~~h 
f 'lit 1 es had much higher recl.dl.vl.sm rates th~n 1 , 
acl. -7 rou homes, foster care, or non-resl.dentl.a~ 

placed l.n gIt ~hOUld be noted that these results, unll.ke 
i~~g~::;s reported here, are drawn from interviewda~a 
rather than official records of the Department of Pro 
bation. (Table 16). 

3) Significant differences in the official data 
were found for individual,regi~n~ betw7~n ~he I~~ Region 

am les for boys on the dl.sposl.tlon crl erla ~ 
~I ~howing a decrease and Regions III and IV lncreases 
for both exposure periods. (Table 3). 

4) Recidivism rates for girls are lower th~~ f~r 
boys. However the rates for girls in the corn l.~e 
four regions a;ea are higher for the new system 0 pro
grams than for the former training school system. 
(Table 4). 

, d t disentangle the effects Further analysis will be requlre 0 

effects of such conof the DYS reforms on recidivism from the 

, cr;~e and changes in the composition. founding factors as trends 2n ~u 

1 and their prospects for success. of the youth samp e 

1 descrl.'bes the results of an exploratory This report a so 

analysis of interview data collected from the longitudinal 197~~ 

1974 sample of youth as they passed from detention through court 
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and program placement to return to the community. This part 

of the report thus provides a preliminary analysis of community 

based programming. The major findings are as follows: 

1) Among youth committed or referred to the De
partment some have been detained prior to adjudication 
while others have not. The difference appears to be 
related more to social clas.s and availability of de
tention facilities than to the dangerousness of the 
youth or the likelihood of the youth absconding before 
trial. Among those detained-, place of detention~p
pears to be a function of both availability of detention 
facilities and the youth's criminal history. 

2) Initial program placement after court. tends 
to be strongly affected by the youth's detention 
history. Detention in secure settings is particularly 
likely to lead to program placement in secure settings, 
thus perpetuating a categorization of youth originally 
based largely on other factors than personal or so~ial 
background and crimina). history characteristics of the 
youth. In addition, phl,cement in program is affected 
by some characterist.ics of the youth. Youth who have 
good linkages with schools do not tend to get placed in 
secure care. Youth in group homes tend to have histories 
of drug, property, and car related offenses and also tend 
not to have previously run from DYS programs. youth 
placed in foster homes tend to be juvenile status of
fenders from homes that are probably less financially 
secure. Youth placed in nonresidential programs tend to 
be black, come from l€;ss ·s't.able and financially secure 
homes, and to have c~runitted crimes against persons. 

3) Whether a youth is placed in a secure setting, 
a group home, foster care, or a nonresidential program 
results in a substantial difference in immediate ex
perience. The more open settings are associated with 
more communication and involvement of youth in decision 
making, more help in finding a place in the community, 
less punishment, and more rewards when the youth do well. 

4) Perceptions, rewards, punishments, supports, 
etc. in the relationships between youth and key adults 
or other associates in the community, such as employers, 
police, friends, and community programs, are related to 
the youth's background and detention experience. 

"f' 
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5) Recidivism is rela'ted to youths' background, ~e
tention and program experience. youth who,h~ve been 1~ 
secure care are particularly likely to rec1d1vate. ~a11ure 
of program staff to provide help,ir; ~inding a place 1n the 
community is also related to rec1d1v1sm. 

" . 
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I. Introduction 

Since 1972 the Massachusetts Department of Youth Services 

has operated a service delivery system without the backup of 

traditional training schools. The deinstitutionalization effort 

in Massachusetts has attracted much attention both inside and 

;outside the state. Some cities have argued for more secure care 

programs comparable to the former institutional programs. Others 

have lobbied for programs which would be more community based, 

involving to a greater extent community residents, businessmen, 

families and youth. Thus the debate continues while the fate of 

the reform effort is still not fully determined. 

The rationale for the closing of the training schools and the 

establishment of an alternative community based service system 

was basically twofold. First, there was a broad concensus that 

the alienating, sometimes brutal and primarily custodial social 

climate of the training schools did not foster sufficient care and 

responsiveness to the needs of youth. This led to a search for 

more varied, flexible and humane forms of correctional treatment. 

Secondly, it seemed apparent that a better job could be done to 

help youth adjust more successfully in the community without be-

coming further involved with law enforcement agencies or penetrating 

further into the juvenile justice system. It was believed that 

chances for successful reintegration of youth would be enhanced in 

a system of diverse programs drawing more fully on the resources 
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of local communities with youth more widely dispersed across the 

state rather than congregated in a few institutions in rural 

areas. 

This new approach has created a fairly extensive community 

based system relying for the most part on the private sector to 

provide a range of ~ervices for youth in trouble. These services 

are purchased and monitored by the Department. That youthful of

fenders in the care of the Department are much more widely dis

persed across the state and exposed to a wider array of program 

alternatives is quite obvious. However, questions about the impact 

of the new system on youth while in program and after they leave 

the system are still largely unanswered. 

The Harvard Center for Criminal Justice has been conducting 

extensive studies of the reform efforts since 1970. Comparative 

subculture studies in the new .and old system involving concentrated 

observation and interviewing in selected programs have generated 

rich detail on the experiences of youth in different group settings. 

Cross-sectional surveys of the major programs used by the Department 

have been conducted periodically to furnish an overview of the 

variation in social climate among different programs, the diversity 

of program strategies across the system, and assessments by youth 

of what is happening to them within the programs. In addition to 

these efforts, the Center has been undertaking a major longitudinal 
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study of the new system since 1973. Youth are interviewed at 

a number of points as they are processed through the new system 

until they have been in the community for six months. This 

longitudinal study provides data for evaluating the immediate 

and long run impact of the programs. It focuses especially on the 

changing relationships between youngsters and significant others 

such as parents, employers, police, and program s'taff, on changes 

in the self image of youth and on the ability of programs to link 

youth with positive, supportive opportunities in the community. 

In later analyses these subculture, cross-sectional, and longi-

tudinal studies will be merged to provide a comprehensive account 

of what happens to youth in programs and what the longer run impact 

of those e.xperiences actually are. 

In this report we will first present the most recent data 

available on recidivism to allow at least a partial comparison 

between the recidivism rates of the old training school system 

in the late 1960's and the new, community based system of the 1970's. 

This \'lill be followed by a more detailed analysis of completed 

longitudinal data gathered on the youth cohort over the past two 

years. 

II. Recidivism Based on Official Record Checks 

In this section we will present some initial comparisons of 

official records for a sample of youth paroled during the fiscal 
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year 1967-1968 with youth in the first four regions sampled in 

the 1973-1974 longitudinal study. 

The Commonwealth of: Massach':lsetts has a centralized criminal 

record system admihistered by tne Department of Probation. A 

single record will indicate both juvenile and adult court appearances 

and dispositions. Access to such a centralized record system is 

a great asset to evaluation rese:arch. However, like most official 

record systems in constant daily use for making individual case 

decisions it also poses special problems for research. It must 

depend on the recording of essential data by each of 72 juvenile 

courts in the State and is subject to any errors arising from lack 

of uniformity or completeness in court reporting to the central 

file. The centralized system also is not yet computerized, and 

the sheer volume of the records processed makes human error 

likely. We discovered several cases of youth in our samples for 

whom no records could be found, and other youth in DYS at a par

ticular time showing no record of a court appearance prior to entry 

into DYS for a six to twelve month period. Also our comparison of 

two samples six years apart is potentially biased by any significant 

change in reporting or recording procedures u$ed by the courts or 

the Department of Probation over that time pbriod. However, even 

with the~e reservations, the centralized system will still yield 

the best estimates of crimin'al history available to us. 

The 1968 sample constitutes a representative sample of 308 

youth paroled from the DYS institutions bet~leen July 1, 1967 and 

-
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June 3~, 1968. The sample includes 72 girls from the Lancaster 

School for Girls, 25 boys from the forestry program, 27 boys 

from Oakdale (institution for young boys), 39 boys from the 

Lyman School for Boys, 102 boys from the Shirley Industrial 

School for Boys, and 43 boys from the Bridgewater Institute for 

Juvenile Guidance.* Table 1 shows the distri~~tion of this sam-

ple for boys by paroling institution and region to which paroled. 

The 1974 sample is comprised of those youth included in our 

longitudinal cohort study. For comparison purposes we can only 

use those regions which were completed first in our study, i.e., 

those regions where the youth have been released to the community 

from treatment programs for a long enough exposure period to allow 

for official recording of new delinquent activity. The sample con-

sists of 48 youth from Region I, 61 from Region II, 49 from Region 

III, and 50 from Region IV. Regions V, VI, and VII are not rep-

resented here, because not enough time has passed to allow for a 

6 month official record check for any sizeable proportion of the 

samples in these regions. 

For a schematic view of where the regions are located throughout 

the state see Figure 1. Region I consists of .the western part of 

the state with the Springfield area being its most populous center~ 

*Youth for this sample were selected from parole release lists main
tained by the former Youth Service Board institution for fiscal 1968. 
It should be noted that these numbers cannot be equated with the 
average daily population of youth in each institution. The sample 
is representative of those released to parole in a given year and is 
accordingly effected by Department policies related to parole criteria, 
institutional transfers, length of stay, etc. Such a sample provides 
the closest possible comparison to the 1974 sample. 
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Table 1 

Distribution of 1968 Sample of Boys by Region 

and Institution 

Regions 
Institution I II III IV V VI VII Total 

Oakdale 5 4 5 5' 0 5 3 27 

Forestry 3 6 3 2 4 4 3 25 

Lyman 6 8 4 6 3 8 4 39 

Shirley 18 16 15 17 6 21 9 ·102 

Bridgewater 5 '5 6 '" 3 3 15 6 43 - -
37 39 33 33 16 53 25 234 

() 
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Region II is the middle of the state including the Worcester 

area. Region III includes Cambridge and Somerville and extends 

northward and westward, including such towns as Lexington and 

Concord. Region IV is the North Shore area, inclu'ding at its 

southern tip part of the Boston area. Region V is the South Shore 

area including Quincy and Framingham. Region VI is Boston proper. 

And Region VII is the Cape Cod area including Fall River and New 

Bedford. 

For this comparative analysis t.wo criterion of recidivism will 

be used. First, we will look at youth who have reappeared in 

juvenile or adult court on any charge excluding traffic offenses. 

In other words reappearance in court for a delinquent or criminal 

offense, ~xcluding traffic offenses, will be treated as an index 

of recidivism. Second, we will look at the disposition by the 

court. Youth who are either placed on probation or committed to 

the Department of 'Youth Services or to an adult institution will be 

classified as recidivists. The latter index, while more conservative 

than the former, is probably a better estimate of youth who continue 

to engage in unlawful behavior which the juvenile or adult justic~ 

system deems it necessary to respond to by restricting, at least 

to some extent, the freedom of those involved. Six month and .12 

month time periods will be considered. For the 1968 sample, the 

time period will begin from the date of parole; for the 1974 sample, 

the period begins when a YQ;t.mgster completes a residential program 
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and is released to the community or after he has been in a foster 

home or non-residential program in the community for a minimum 

of three months. Rates for boys and girls will be analyzed 

separately. Table 2 

Table 2 records the number of boys recidivating by institution 

in the 1968 sample. Using the criterion reappearance in court 

during the initial six month period, the Forestry and Oakdale youth 

reappear at a slower rate than do youth from the other institutions. 

Bridgewater has the highest rate. A similar pattern of court re

appearance is obtained during the initial twelve months, with the 

exception that the number of Forestry youth reappearing' nearly 

doubles making their record more like the youth from Shirley and 

Lyman than youth from Oakdale. When we exami,ne the disposition 

index, placed on probation or recommitted to eithe~ DYS or adult 

ins~itutions, the pattern remains 'the same for the six month period 

with O~kdale and Forestry youth being less likely to recidivate 

and Bridgewater youth most likely. In this paseD however, the Oak

dale and Forestry rates remain similar for the 12 month period as 

well. 

Table 3 contains court appearance and disposition data for 

boys in the 1968 and 1974 samples. The data are sub-divided by 

region in order t<;> permit comparisons. These data suggest that the., .. 

reform effort has had a differential impact on recidivism across 

the regions. 'During the initial six months, rates of reappearance 

in court are about the same or 'lower for boys in Regions I, II, and 

Recidivism Rates for Boys in the 1968 Sample 

by Institution 

RecidivlEm 
, Criteria 

1. Reappearance 
Court 

a) -6 mos. 

b) 12 mos. 

2. Probation or 

Oakdale 
% 

in 

37 

44 

Reconim:j.tment ' 

a) 6 mos. 22 

b. 12 mos. 33 

N (27) 

Forestry 
% 

36 

60 

24 

36 

(25) 

Institution 

Lyman 
% 

56 

66 

31 

49 

(39) 

Shirley 
% 

57 

64 

36 

47 

(102) 

BridgEMater 
% 

70 

77 

49 

65 

(43) 

Total 
% 

54 

66 

35 

47 

(236) 
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Recidivism 
Criteria % 

1. Reappea.rance 
in Court 

a) 6 mont:hs 
(37) 

1968 49 

1974 44(40) 

b) 12 months 

1968 73 (37) 

1974* 74 (39) 

2. Probation or 
commitment 

a) 6 months 

1968 22(37) 

1974 20 (40) 

b) 12 months 

1968 40(37) 

1974* /i 41(39) 

Table 3 

Recidivi;sm Rates for Boys in the 1968 and 1974 

Samples By Region 

Region 

II III IV Sub V 
Total 

% % % % % 

(39) ( 33) ( 33) ( 142) (16) 
61 30 48 49 50 

50(42) 47(38) 52(40) 49(160) 

69(39) 48 (33) 58 (33) 62(142) 62 (16) 

71 (35) 53 (38) 71 (38) 68(150) 

59(39) 18 (33) 21(33) 30 (142) 31 (16) 

24(42) 37(38) 35(40) 29(160) 

67(39) 24(33) 36(33) 42(142) 44(16) 

43(35) 37 (38) 42(38) 41 (150) 

'~I 

VI Vlt Total 

% % % 

( 53) ( 25) (236) 
64 68 54 

75 (53) 80 (25) 66(236) 

40 (53) 44 (25) 35(236) 

57(53) 60 (25) 47(236)· 

* Sq.mple size for the 1974 12 month period is smaller than for the six month per.iod because 
a·· few youth in the sample have not been out of program for 12 months. 

------ - ------- ------- - -- - - --- - --- - --------- ------- - - -- ------------- -- -- -------------

, .... 
~ , 
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IV in the 1974 sample as compared to the 1968 sample. In Region 

III the rate was lower in 1968 than 1974. For the twelve month 

period, the rate is similar in both samples for Regions I and II, 

slightly higher for Region III in 1974, and substantially higher 

for Region IV in 1974. 

Turning to the disposition index in Table 3, the probation and 

commitment rates for Region I remain very similar in the two sam·-

ples while Region II shows a considerable drop from 1968 to 1974 

as measured by both the 6 month and 12 month periods. In contrast 

Regions III and IV indicate a substantial increase in recidivism 

rates from 1968 to 1974 for both exposure periods. We would project, 

on the basis of our unofficial recidivism data, gathered by fol-

lowing youth in the longitudinal sample, that Regions V and VI will 

also experience an increase from 1968 to 1974 while Region VII 

will show a decrease.* We are not yet, however, in a position to 

determine what the relative size of these differences are likely 

to be when the full comparisons of official record. data for the 1968 

and 1974 samples are available. 

It is also too early to tell what factors may account for these 

increases or decreases in recidivism rates between 1968 and 1974. 

Before one can attribute these differences to the effect of changes 

in the DYS system, a number of other factors with a potential impact 

on these rates thust be considered. For example g there have been 

*For a presentation of unofficial recidivism data on the 1974 longi
tudinal sample see Table 16 and the accompanying text. 
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very substantial increases in juvenile arrest rates in the inter

vening period. The likelihood of recidivism may have been affected 

by the same factors which influenced these arrest rates. Densely 

populated areas, such as Regions III, IV, V and VI, may have ex

perienced a sharper increase in crime rates than less densely 

populated areas. Other criminal justice agencies may also have 

significantly altered their policies or resources for handling 

juvenile crime. Furthermore, changes in the characteristics of 

youth committed to DYS may have greatly influenced the rates.* 

Further analysis of these recidivism data on boys must therefore 

await the availability of additional data that will permit such 

factors to be properly taken into account. 

A comparison of Tables 3 and 4 indicates that girls are less 

likely to reappear in court or to be placed on probation or recom

mitted than boys. Only 17% of the total sample of girls in 1968 

reappeared in court during the first 6 months after parole and 

24% during the initial 12 months. Similarly, only 8% of this sanl

pIe was placed on probation or recommitted during the first 6 months 

and 10% over the 12 month period. For boys the comparable rates 

were 54%, 66% and 36%, 47% respectively. 

In order to compare the two ,timeperiods,r 1968 and 1974, for 
. 

girls the recidivism rates are shown in Table 4 only for R~gions I, 

*Data reported previously, for example, indicate that boys committed 
to the DYS in recent years have included a much higher proportion 
of serious offenders and older boys over 15 years of age. This 
in part refle~ts a shift in court practices to refer more Of the 
younger status offenders to Welfare, Mental Health, 'and local ser
vice agencies. Cf. Lloyd E. Ohlin, Robert B. Coates, and Alden D. 
Miller, IIEvaluating the Reform of Youth Corrections in Massachusetts ll 

Journal of Research in Cri.me and Delinquency, Volume 12, #1, (January 
1975) pp. 3-16. 
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Table 4 

Recidivism Rates for Girls in the 1968 and 1974 Samples 

By Regions I, IIi III, IV and Total 1968 Sample 

Recidivism 
Criteria 

1. Reappearance 
in Cour't 

a) 6 months 

b) 12 months * 

2. Probation or 
Recommi tment 

a) 6 months 

bi 12 months;': 

TotaJ 
Sample 

1968 
% 

8 (72) 

10 (72) 

Regional Sample 
(I, II, III, IV) 

1968 
% 

l3(39} 

_~Q (39) , 

1974 
% 

19(48) 

3!)(44) 

12 (48) 

16(44) 

* Sample size for the 1974 12-month period is smal~er than for the 
$ix month period because a few youth have not been out of program 
for 12 months. 
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II, III and IV on which our check of court records is complete. 

Measured by court reappearance the rates are higher for girls 

in 1974, 19% compared to 13% for the six month period and 35% 

compared to 26% for the 12 month period. This is also true of 

the disposition index. The 1974 rate for probation or institutional 

commitment is higher for the 6 month period, 12% compared 1;0 8%, 

and also for the 12 month period, 16% compared to 8%. These dif

ferences-between the 1968 and 1974 samples while not particularly 

substantial are difficult to interpret. Although practitioners 

in Massachusetts and elsewhere are quick to point out that girls 

are now committing more serious offenses than they were a few years 

ago, the fact that most of the girls in this portion of the 1974 

sample were committed or referred as status offenders nUlsks from 

empirical analysis any increase in seriousness of offen,~;\les. It 

is ~lear, however, that the former system tended to hold on to 

girls for a longer period of time and that a greater percentage of 

girls were paroled at ages 16 and over (63% in 1968; 54% in 1974) 

which may mean that then girls were more likely to be detained 

during the most critical adolescent years. It is also quite pos

sible that as attitudes toward the status of women have changed in 

recent years that judges and other criminal justice decision-makers 

may be less likely to view gi;1:'ls as requiring protection from ex

posure to the correctional system. If such a change in attitude is 

in fact taking place one would expect the recidivism rate for girls 

--------------
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to increase. 

These preliminary recidivism data suggest that the policy of 

the M~ssachusetts Depa~tment of Youth Services to close the 

training schools has. not resulted in a substantial increase in 

recidivism, but neither has it resulted in a substantial decrease. 

Region by region analysis shows rather dramatic shifts in both 

directions. ' Considerable work remains to sort out the impact of 

the reforms as compared to the impact of other factors which have 

been changing as well over the five or six year period between 

our two comparison samples. 

III. Conceptual Underpinnings and Methodology of the 
Longitudinal Study 

In this section, the longitudinal data from the cohort sample 

will be presented. The longitudinal ,stUdy is still incomplete, 

and thus the results presented here must be regarded as preliminary 

and tentative. Data are available for a large number of cases on 

the entire process from detention to post-program experiences in the 

community. We can, therefore, begin to address five basic issues: 

1) what are the factors affecting detention decisions; 2) what 

factors affect initial program placement within DyS; 3) what are 

the immediate effects of program experiences; 4) how are program 

experiences and other factors relat~d to longer run, P9s t-program 

experiences: and 5) what impact do decisions made early in the 
'. ~ 
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process have on decisions made at later stages. 

Given the overall rationale of the DYS reform effort to 

develop a more humane and more effective process to facilitate 

youth reintegration into the community, relationships provide 

the key concepts around which the longitudinal study revolves. 

It is ass\lmed that any successful attempt to make the correctional 

process more humane must involve altering relationships between 

staff and youth and between the youth themselves. For example, 

the early reform effort sought to inform youth better about what 

was happening to them as they moved through the "treatment process", 

and to involve youth more fully in decisions about their. future. 

The na:tu;re of punishments and rewards for good or bad behavior were 

also altered, de-emphasizing physical punishment and inVOlving 

youth to a greater extent in rewarding others for good behavior. 

The',longitudinal study provides data on these changes in relation

ships. 

Facilitating reintegration depends in part on ~haping relation

ships between youth and significant adults such as parents, school 

teachers, employers and police. Here also, the longitudinal study 

focuses on task oriented relationships concerning information flow, 

decision-making, punishment, and rewards. 

This focus on relationships also enables us to assess the degree··· 

to which programs are actually community based. Much confusion has 

characterized the field of corrections over the definition and oon-
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ceptualization of community based progranuning. It is c:onun.on to 

hear the phrase used to identify any alternative to institutional 

confinement, yet it is c19ar that a group home can be as isolated 

from the larger community as a large p+,ison or' training school. 

The words "conununity based" focus our attention on the nature of 

the linkages between programs and the conununity. A key set of 

variables embodying this linkage idea differentiates among pro

grams on the basis of the extent and quality of relationships 

between program staff and clients, on the. one hand, and the com

munity in which the program is located on the other. If clients 

come from outside the con~unity in which the program itself is 

located, relationships need to be considered with bot.h the community 

in which the program is located and the home conunt..nity to whi.ch the 

client will return.* 

The nature of these client and staff relationships with the 

conununity provides a continuum of services ranging from the least 

to -the most community based. As the frequency, duration, and 

quality of conununity relationships increase the program is categorized 

as more community based. The range extends from an isolated insti

tutional environment to residential or non-residential programs 

where relationships with the conununity are essentially normalized, 

i.e., youth have access to the full array of resources available"in 

the larger conununity. This continuum of variable dimensions of com-

Robert B. Coates, "A Working Paper on Conununity Based Corr8~:::ions: 
concep~, Historical Development, Impact, and Potential Dangers." 
Unpubl~shed paper presented at the Massachusetts Standards and 
Goals Conference, November lS, 1974 (Center for Criminal Justice, 
Harvard Law School). 

j 
1 
1 
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munity relationship adds more realism to the concept of conununity 

corrections. Because of the varying needs of specific offenders 

and conununities no system can afford to have all of its programs 

lodged at either end of the continuum. 

The longitudinal data, while permitting discrimination among 

programs in terms of cornmunity linkage, do not by themselves pro

vide the most comprehensive basis for making that assessment. How

ever we can make rough distinctions sufficient for this preliminary 

.analysis. As the cross-sectional program survey data are completed 

and merged with the longitudinal data we will be in a better 

position to more fully address the issue of cOmlnunity linkage. 

The long run impact of the new system is measured in the longi-

tudinal study by looking at the kinds of relationships youth have 

with other significant persons six months after ·their pr.incipal 

exp~rience with DYS. Such relationships should provide a partial 

explanation of why some youth recidivate and others do not. Recid

ivism will also be analyzed by considering the influence of the 

characteristics of youth and the types of programs they experienced 

in DYS. 

The emphasis on relationships among signi~icant actors in the 

system highlights another major concern of the longitudinal study. 
, 

That is, how are. youth perceived by decisionrnakers and how do-these '," 

perceptions effect their inunediate decisions? What effect do' these 

ear,l=r" decisions have on later decisions as the youth proceed further 
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into the juvenile justicf~ system? :~~In other words, to what extent 

are decision makers influenced by the labeling effect of prior 

official actions rather than the personal 6haracteristi2s, needs, 

conduct, or circumstances of youth? 

The longitudinal study involves a series of four interviews 

with a cohort of DYS youth entering the Department in 1973 and 

1974. Youth may enter the Department in several ways. Some youth 

are held in DYS detention facilities pending court appearance. 

The,refore, we' intervi,ew youth so detained for more than two days. 

Some of these youth are dealt with by the court without any further 

contact.with DYS while others are committed or referred· to DYS. 

Youth who are either committed or referred to DYS are then interviewed 
, 

after the court disposition. Youth who receive 'program p~acern~nts 

from DYS are tben interviewed again prior to the termination of a 
1"" 

res~dential program or after a period of three months in a nonresi-

dential program. Finally, the most crucial interview occurs after 

a youth hasheen released from a residential program for about six 

months, or has 'been in a nonresidential community program or a. fos

ter home for about nine months, or when he has recidivated. The 

ini.tial interview provides data on individual. background, self image, 

aspirations ,and initial assessments of relatic,;:Ships with sigJlifi~ant 

others. Later interviews repeat relationship: aspiration and self 

image questions in addition to providing information on the stage 

of the process that the youth has just experienc<:(l. 

.\ 
1\ 
! \ 
I, 
I' 1\ , ! 
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Sampling of youth for ~he longitudinal sample is accomplished 

in the following way. The seven administrative regions are divided, 

for purposes of the study, into four sets, three containing two 

regions and one containing Boston proper. Since January 15, 1973, , 

we have interviewed successive admissions in all fo~r sets of 

regions until we have reached the point of having approximately 

seventy committed or referred youth in each region (140 in Region 

VI, Boston).* This will generate a projected sample of close to 

five hundred cOmInitted or referred youth across the state, allowing 

for some attrition of the sample over time. 

This report will present data on youth who have been administered 

the full set of interviews as of March 30, 1975. There are a few 

youth in each of the regions wbo have not, yet completed their DYS 

experience; Region VI, the last region sampled, has approximately 

85 y,oungsters not yet completed and therefore not in this analysis. 

Table 5 depicts the number of completed· and uncompleted youth by 

the seven DYS administrative regions. 

Much of the data analysis in this report has been done with 

stepwise multiple regression techniques.** These techniques enable 

us to predict an' individual's score on one var.iable, called the 

dependent variable, from his scores on other variables, called in-
, 

dependent variables. 

*The term region, throughout this report, will refer to the region 
through whi~h youth entered the sample. Any given region may use 
programs beyond its own boundaries, but the you~h remain the admin~ 
istrative responsibility ~f that regi~n.~. ' 

**s<;>me readers will be surprised that we'use these techniques even with 
d7cho~0~ous depend7nt variables. However, it happens that multiple 
dl.sc7'l.ml.nant.func::tl.on analysis reduces in the case of a dichotomy to 

. mUltl.J?le regreSSl.on, so that what we ,are actually doing in the case of 
the dl.chotomous dependent variable with multiple regression is a dis-
criminant function analysis. 

'~' ... ' '-'. -~----...,.... .. "_ ........ ... 
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Table 5 

Number of Completed and Uncompleted Cases by Region 

as of March 30, 1975 

Region No. Completed Youth No. Uncompleted Youth 

-Region I 50 3 

Region II 62 ,3 

Region III 49 5 

Region IV 56 6 

Region V 50 16 

Region VI 56 85 

Region VII 49 24 
-

Total N 372 142 
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The regression analysis produces for each dependent variable a 

number called the regression constant, which is the avex:a~e value 

of the dependent variable when all the independent variables equal 

zero, and a series of numbers called regression coefficients, each 

of which represents the increase or decrease in the dependent 

variable when one of the independent variables increases by one 

unit, without the other independent vaJ.iables changing at the same 

time.* The regression coefficients are the most important xesults, 

for they represent the effect of each independent variable, con-

trolling, or holding constant, all the rest. 

In our presentation we will frequently represent these results 

in tables. Each column of a table will represent the results for 

a dependent variable. The dependent variable ~ill be indicated at 

the head of the column, the rows will represent the independent 

variables, and the numbers in the cells will be the regression co-

efficients. At the foot of each column we will indicate in addition 

the regre"ssion ~onstant and also the multiple correlation coefficient. 
:::::.~ ':. 

The multiple correlation coefficient is a number varying between 

zero and plus one that indicates the degree to which the independent 

variables in combination predict accurately the dependent variable. 

A value of'zero means the independent variables are of no help in 

predicting the dependent variable. A high value means the~.predict 

*The regression coefficients are expressed in the raw score units of 
the independent and dependent variables rather than in standard 
score units (Beta weights) in order to enhance the comparability 
with analyses in other populations and in order to make it easy to 
compare the practical. effects of raw unit changes in different in
dependent v~riables in our own population. 
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the dependent variable well. 

When a variable consists of several unordered categories, like 

the seven administrative regions of the Massachusetts youth cor-

rectional system, we represent each category as a separate variable, 

scored 1I 0ne " if a person is in that category, "zero" otherwise. 

Thus a person who was in R~gion I would have a score of "one" on 

the Region I dichotomous variable, and a score of "zero" on the other 

region variables. 

Suppose we had the following hypothetical results: 

Region I 
Region II 
Region VII 
Years of schooling 
Regression constant 

Multiple Correlation 

School Placement 

.4 

.5 
-.3 

.2 

.1 

.78 

Notice that Regions I, II, and VII are included anq the other regions 

are omitted. The omission means that the regression coefficients 

of the omitted regions are not significantly different from zero. 

The regression~onstant gives the predicted value of the dependent 

variable school placement, when a youth has no schooling and is not 

in Regions I, II, or VII (has scores of zero on all these variables) 

or in other words has no schooling and is in one of Regions III, 
,', 

IV, V, or VI. 
,\ 

The regression coefficient for years of schooling in-

dicates hm'l much the predicted value for school placement increases 

for each year of schooling the youth has. The negative regression 
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coeffici.ent for Region VII indicates how much the predicted value 

for school placement decreases if the youth is i.n Region VII, com

pared to what it would be if the youth were in Region III, IV, V, 

or VI. Similarly the positive regression coefficients for Regions 

I and II indicate how much the predicted value for school placement 

would increase if the youth were in Region I or II, compared to 

Regions III, IV, V, or VI. The higher the predicted value for 

school placement the more likely the youth will be put into a 

school placement. The multiple correlation of .78 indicates that 

the independent variables, region and years of schooling, predict 

school placement rather well. 

We will indicate the degree of statistical significance of the 

regression coefficients and the multiple correlation coefficients 

by asterisks. One asterisk indicates the .05 level, two the .01 

level, and three the .001 level.* Thus, the more asterisks, the 

more significantly different from zero the coefficient. Within 

a column rep;r.esenting results for a, pa,r'ticular dependent variable 

the number of asterisks 'can be taken as a rough indication of the 

degree to which an independent variable contiibutes to the pr~dic

tabiiity of the depe~dent variable. The more asterisks the more the 

variable.contributes to predictability. 

*Significance tests wi~h dichotomo~s dependent variables are frequently 
considered a problem. However the F test associated with the multiple 

. correlation coefficient appears to be the same as Hotelling's T2, a 
test used in discriminant function analysis. This would suggest that' 
the significance test associated with the multiple correlation is ap
propriate even with a dichotomous dependent variable as long as there 
are continuous variables among the independen~variables or as long as 
the dichotomous independent variables are numerous enough to add up' ' 
t~ ~ discriminant functi~n ~h~t is~pproximately continuous. Sig
nJ.fJ.cance tests for the J.ndl.vl.dual l.ndependent v.ariables are probably 
accurate for, continuous independent variables but only approxmia"te for 
dichotomous independent variables. 
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IV. The Juvenile Justice Process: From Detention to the Community 

A. Detention 

Before proceeding to a discussion of detention decisions, we will 

present a few se~ected~ackground characteristics of the youth in 

the sample. Thirty two percent of the 372 youth in the completed 

sample reported that they w~re committed or referred to the Depart

ment because they had been charged with property offenses (e.g., 

breaking and entering and larceny). Twenty-one percent had been 

charged with stealing cars, ~O% for juvenile or status offenses 

(e.g., runaway, stubborn child), 8% for property an~ person of

fenses (e.g., armed robbery, robbery), 9% for crimes against 

person (e.g., homicide, rape, assault), 3% for drug use, 2% for 

bl " . b h' (e g drunkenness, loudness), and 5% for other pu 1C mlS e aV10r •• , 

miscellaneous offenses. 

Mi:lles constitute eighty-two percent of the sample. They are 

most likely to be in DYS for stealing cars or for property offenses, 

while females are more likely to be in for juvenile status offenses. 

Fourtet3n percent of the sample are black, 82% \yhite and 3% other, 

Blacks tend to be in DYS for property and person offenses and not 

juvenile offenses. On the other hand, being white is strongly and 

positivoly correlated with juvenile offenses, somewhat positively 

related to drug offenses and stealing cars, but negatively correlated 

with property and person or person offenses. While 62% are sixteen 

'or over, there is no apparent relationship between age and type of 

offense. Forty-one percent of the sample attended school regularly 

prior to being placed in DYS; thirteen percent attended infrequently 

and 45% had dropped out of school. Youth attending school regularly 
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are most likely to be in DYS for juvenile or status offenses. 

These youth are also somewhat associated with drug offenses and 

and property and person ~ffenses. Youth who have dropped out 

are more likely to be in for stealing cars. Dropping out is 

also somewhat related to crimes against property and crimes 

against persons. 

Forty-one percent of the sample come from intact families, 

that is, both' natural parents are living at home. Thirteen per

cent come from homes with one natural parent and one step parent. 

Thirty-five percent come from single parent homes, and 8% lived 

with other adults. Four percent were living in settings with no 

adult head of household before being placed in DYS. 

A report was issued by the Center in early 1975 which dealt 

specifically with issues related to detention decisions.* Accor-' 

dingly, we will only describe here the key detention decisions in 

order to place them in their proper perspective as part of the 

process through which many DYS youth proceed. 

In the course of the larger resea~ch project we are attempting 

to describe the detention and the placement process and the criteria 

used in making the~e decisions by interviewing court liaison staff, 

regional.placement personnel ~nd persons. within. the vario~s programs 

who are responsible for intake. It is clear that matching youth 

wi th detention and' placement programs involves a conside~a,ble amount 

of intuition an4 trial and error as well as reliance on the more ob-

*Robert B. Coates, Alden D. Miller, Lloyd E. Ohlin, "Juvenile,D7ten
tion and Its Consequences II Unpublished paper. Center for 5~rlmlnal 
Justice, Harvard Law School, mineo (January 1975). 

, 
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jectifiable characteristics of youth. In this analysis, however, 

we will examine assignment of youth to detention units and initial 

placement simply by looking at the characteristics of youth to 

• determine to what extent these characteristics will permit us to 

predict the kinds of programs in which youth will be assigned or 

placed. 

For the most part we will be concerned here with the decision 

by the Department of Youth Services as to which type of detention 

facility to use. However, of the 372 committed or referred youth 

comprising our completed sample, 237 were detained and 135 were 

not. Thus we can also look at sizeable sub-samples of youth who 

were either 1) committed or referred to DYS and previously detained, 

or 2) committed or referred to the Department but not previously 

detained in a juvenile detention center. 

As indicated in our earlier report, after analyzing a wide num-

ber of background variables very little could be said about what 

factors actually J..ead to the decision to detain or not. det,ain those 

youth who are eventually ce;i\unitted or ref~.i::'red to DY~:. It .should be 

clear to the reader that our $'i~mple is not fully reil?resentative of' 

the large number of youth coming before the COU;(t conc€'Ul1ng whan decisions 

as to the advisability of detention must be made. Further, since 

this is not a study of the actual court proceeding, we are unable to 

rule out the possibility that interpersonal interactions within the 

hearing process might tend to influence the decision in some system

atic, reasonabre manner. However, for the sample being analyzed 
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here, we sought to reanaly?e the detention decision, this time 

with a more powerful statistical technique, regression analysis. 

Again we discover very little to help us predict who will be 

det;ained and who will not among those subsequently committed or 

referred by the court to DYS. 

We can say that youth who have mothers employed in white collar 

occupations are not as likely to be detained. Also youth who are 

closer to completing their schooling are not as likely to be de

tained as youth who remain in the lower grades. On the other hand 

youth residing in Regions V and VI are more likely to be detained 

than youth in other reg{ons. Thus 't b tl • ~ may e 1e case that youth 

who come from families with relatively higher status and who are 

closer to graduation are less likely. to be detained. However, the 

decision seems to be largely influenced by where one lives, as a 

reflection perhaps of court policies, available facilities and other 

variables as yet unexplored. In any case the decision to detain 

for our sample does ndt appear to be based on characteristics of 

. the youth and his invol vE:iment in de,lil'!guency. 

Once the decision is made by the court to detain, DYS must 

decide where to hold the youth while awaiting court appearance. 

Again using the controlling technique of regression analysis we can 

determine which factors significantly influence that dec~sion. The 

three kinds of ~etention alternatives are custOdial, treatment, and 

shelter care. Thirty-one percent of the detained youth in our sample 

were held in custodial un;ts, 27~o ;n t t t ' • • rea-men un~ts and 41% in 
shelter care units. 
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Table 6 

Multiple Regression of "Nondetained" 
on Background Variables 

Mother in White Collar 
Employment 

Years of Schooling (grade) 

Region V 

Region VI 

Regression Constant 

Multiple Correlation 

Nondetained 

.2317*** 

.0614*** 

-.1976** 

-.1813** 

.844 

.313*** 

\ 
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There is considerable variation of detention placement by 

region. Youth in Region VI are apt to be held in custodial 

detention and seldum in shelter care. Youth in Regions I and 

II will most probably be held in treatment units and not in 

custodial or shelter care programs. Youth in the other regions 

tend to be detained in shelter care and custodial programs. Thus 

where one is detained is also largely influenced by where one 

lives. 

Other factors related to this decision include characteristics 

of the family. Youth who have fathers in white collar employment 

are not likely to be detained in custodial detention but will 

probably be detained in shelter care units. Youth with a father 

only as head of household are more likely to be placed in shelter 

care units than other children. 

The nature of the current offense charge is also related. It 

is quite likely that youth who are charged with crimes against per

son will be detained in secure care. rt should be noted however 

that the nature of the charge did not discriminate in the first 

place between those youth detained and those not detained. Also 

youth who have a history, of stealing cars will probably be detained 

in custodial units, particularly if they engaged in this activity 

alone rather than with others: 

The decision where to detain is also shaped in part by the ex

perience that DYS has had with the youth in the past. Youth who 

have previously run from DYS are more ~. tkely to be detained in 
:" , , 
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Table 7 

Multiple Regression of "Where Detained" 
on Background Variables 

Region I 

Region II 

Region IV 

Father White Collar 

Father Only 

Current Charge-Person 

Self-Reported Past crimes 

Cars Alone 
Cars with Others 

Run from DYS Unit 

Kids use Pot 

Kids want to be 
Part of Society 

Don I t han;] with DYS Kids 

Age 

Female 

Regression Constant 

Multiple Correlation 

Custody Treatment 

-.2431*** .8652*** 

-.2784*** .8870*** 

.2663*** 

-.1976*** 

.2707** 

;1620** 

.1860*** 

.3329*** 

.1425*** 

.200 -.022 

• 643*** .927*** 

f 

\ 

, 

Sheltercare 

-.6743*** 

-.6209*** 

-.3568*** 

.1976*** 

.2267* 

- .12''03* 

-.2438*** 

• 1205** 

-.1712** 

.1607** 

-.0390* 
o 

! 
IJ, 

1.302 

.736*** 
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custodial units th.3,n those who have nott and those who have run 

are not as likely to be held in shelter care units. 

Youth whose friends use marijuana (pot) or are not gener~lly 

former DYS charges are more likely to be held in the shelter care 

units. Youth who believe that their friends want to becom~ part 

of society are more apt to be held in custodial units. Younger 
," 

youth tend to be more often represented in the Shi;11 ter care units than 

older youth t and females are more likely to be placed in treatment 

units than males. 

Thus while little logic is apparent in our sample for the de

cision,to detain, more justification appears for the decision 

where to'detain particularly in terms of youth charged with person 

offenses and youth who have previously run from the Department. 

Still the over-riding factor determining where youth are to'be 

detained appears to be where the youth resides; in other words, 

where detained may be largely influenced by the availability of 

alternative detention slots . 

B. Initial Placement 

We have classified programs in whi~;;h DYS youth can be placed 

into four categories: secure care, group home, foster care, and non-

residential. Secure care consists of those programs, public and 

private, which provide fairly intensive services in a secure resi-

dential setting. In almost all instances these settings are locked • 

Type'of treatment ranges from intensive group encounter programs 

specializing in thE) "concept model", or programs provj",qing remedial 
'\\ 
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educational skills, to programs which offer very littJe but shel

ter. Group home programs encompass a gr~at variety of treatment 

or simple maintenance objectives. Treatment goals range from 

(\fai~ly intensive psychological change orientations to programs 

which simply try to provide a normalized atmosphere from which 

participants may take part in the ;,lay-to-day life of the community. 

Foster care may be of short duration or for a fairly long period. 

As with the
0

0ther programs the nature of foster care varies con

siderably. Some youth in very temporary placements simply receive 

shelter and routi.ne casework from the J;"egional offices. Other 

youth in longe~ term placements may become more involved in the 
. 

"nqrmal routines of the communi ties in which the foster home is 
'; j 

llJcated. Non-residential prog~ams refer to services provided to 

youth living in their own homes or in some alternative situation 

outside the non-residential program~ The type of non-residential 

service varies considerably including access to recreation fa,cilities, 

tutorial educat~pn, counseling, or work experiences. 

For this preliminary analysis these ~our program types can be 

ranged on our community based continuum from secure care as the 

least community-based th~ough group home and foster care td non

residential as the most community-based. This w~~l permit us to 

make some tentative assessments of community linkage later in this 

report. The rationale for this arrangement is both a priori and 

based on our extensive day-to-day observation of program operatiohs. 

This placement of program types on the continuum will be greatly 

refined in later analyses. We intend to subclassify th.e group homes 
l\ 
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into several categories reflecting the principal programatic 

thrust of the programs. With the aid of cross-sectional data 

combined with the longitudinal data, we plan to arrange program 
, 

types on the community based continuum according to a more com-

prehensive empirical assessment of the extent and quality of com-

munity linkages. 

Given the four ~ypes of programs as currently classified, the 

first question to be addressed is "How do youth in these progr~ms 

differ from one another if at all?" In other words before at-

tempting to assess the immediate or long run impact of the programs, 

we must try to determine why youth a~e initially placed in specific 

programs and the extent to which the different program types select 

different types of youth. 

In terms of regions, youngster? in Region IV were less likely 

to be in group homes than youth in other regions; youth in Region 

.II were·more likely to be placed in foster homes; and, after con

trolling for other factors, none of the regions were positively 

associatc:d with non-residential programs except. Region III. 
I 

Females in the sample are somewhat related to secure care while 

males are strongly related with group homes and non-residential 

programs., This may in part reflect the less diverse range of pro

grams available to girls than boys as well as their differential 

,response to the various types of programs. Blacks and younger 

youth are associated with non-residential placements. 

II 
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Family characteristics are, somewhat related tq:- ini tial place

ment. Youth living with both natural parents are not likely to 

be placed in non-residential programs~ Nor are youth from a 

mother only familY<rl or where the father is either in semi-skilled 

or unskilled employment or where the mother is engaged in white 

collar employment. Youth who are from a father only family or 

whose mother is unemployed are more likely to be placed in non-

residential alternatives. 
i II i 

Youth who were attending school reguiarly prior to being com-

mit ted or referred to DYS are more likely to be in non~residential 

programs and less likely to be held in secure care. Youngsters 

who do not hang around with other DYS youth <are also more likely 

to be placed in non-residential programs. Youth who indicate that 

their frienps tEfnd to be younger than themselves are likely to be 
J 

placed in eithef secure care or non-residential programs. 

The decisions to detain and where to detain have considerable 

impact on initial placement within DYS. Youth aetained are more 

likely to be placed in secure care than youth who were not deta'ined' .. 
/~\ 

while the latter are more likely to be placGQ in non-residential pro-

grams. Furthermore, youngsters detained in secure care are likely 

to be plaped in secure programs. Youth detained in treatment units 

are more l~kely to be placed in non-residential· programs; youth de

tained in. shelter care units are more likely to be placed in group 

~omes; and there is no significant differential impact of where de-
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Table 8 

Mul tipl.e Regression of "Initial Placement. I! 

on Background Variables 

Region I 
Region II 
Region IV 
Region V 
Region VI 
Region VII 

Female 
Black 
Age 

Mother 
Father 
Mother 
Father 
Father 
Mother 
Mother 

and Father< 
) 1 Only, 

Only 
Unskilled 
Semiskilled 
White Collar 
Unemployed 

Go to School Regularly 
Don't Han:J with DYS Kids 
Friends Younger 
Kids Use Pot 

Nondetained 
Detained in Custody 
Detained in Treatment 

Kids Want to be Part of Society 
Kids Nant to Get Away fran Society 

Current Charge 
Juvenile 
Person 

Self Reported Past Crimes 
Drugs with Others 
Property with Others 
Property PE~son with Others 
Cars with Others 
Cars Alone 
Property Alone 
Juvenile Alone 

Aspirations 
Job-Skilled 
Job-White Collar 

Run from DYS 

Regression Constant 

Multiple Correlation 

Secure 
Care 

. Group 
Horne 

-.2223** 

Foster 
< Horne 

.2732*** 

.1729~* -.2279*** 

-.1193* .1115** 

-.0241* 

.4434*** 

-.1976*** 
.3358*** -.3132*** 

-.3884*** 

~1423* 

-.2577* 

.346 

.533*** 

-.1499* 

.0980* 

.2221*** 

.1716** 

-.2633* .2253* 

.2872* 

-.1666*** 

.87:a .021 

.576***.414*** 

Non
Residential 

-2.9957*** 
-2.9405*** 

-.2799*** 
-.1609*** 
-.7758*** 
-.3408*** 

-.2978*** 
.3918*** 

-.0446*** 
, ,', ."_ ~_ (l 

- • 2 6 4 4 * 'if/1f-' 

• 5785*~~ 
-.1423*** 
-.5087*** 
-.0819*** 
-.3132*** 

.14,59*** 

.0164** 

.1647*** 

.1151 * 

.3781*** 

.5246*** 

3.1713***<, 

.4010*** 

.3129*** 

-M. 1169*** 
.2662*** 

-.2245*** 
-.1697*** 
-.1623*** 
-.1787*** 

.2307*** 

.4002*** 

-.1528*** 

.355 

,,865*** 
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tained on foster home placement. Since we can find very little 

rational evidence for why so~e youth are detained and others not, 

and since where one is detained seems largely an artifact of the 

availability of services in the region in which one resides, the 

statistical? relationship between the detention variabl,es (being 

detained and being detained in a secure unit) and placement in a 

secure care unit should raise a not~ of caution. It seems quite 

likely that some youth are being detained in custody units simply 

because slots are available. However, the fact that they have been 

detained prior to commitment and placement seems to be signifying 

to other decisionmakers that the youngsters require secure care 

services. 

Youth who indicate that their friends w:-rpt to be part of society 
) " 

or want to get away from society are associated with non-residential 

programs. In terms of offenses, youth charged with status offenses 

are likely to be pLaced in foster homes while youth charged with 

crimes against the person are somewhat likely to be found'in non

residential programs. Another way of lopking at offense history'" 

is to determine what kinds of things youth were doing either alone 

or with other youth that violated laws. Answers to these questions 

are not necessa~ily related to current charge. Youngsters who' 
' .. ,/ 

participated with other youth in property offenses, drug offenses, 

property and person offenses and car stealing are not likely to be 

found in non-residential programs. The drug offenders will generally 

be placed in group homes while the youth with crimes against property 
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and person will be placed in secure care. Persons in the sample 

who tend to commit crimes alone are more likely to be found in 

the non-residential programs; this is the case for property of

~enders and juvenile offenders. However the car thief is more 

likely to be placed in a group home. 

Youth who have white collar job aspirations are not likely 

to be placed in secure care but will more likely be placed in 

group homes. Youth aspiring to skilled jobs are not likely to 

be placed ih non-residential programs. Youngsters who have run 

from DYS previously are not li~ely to be placed in non-residential 

or group home programs. 

To summarize initial placement, there are constellations of 

variables which seem to be most directly related to one's chances 

of being placed in a particular program type. Placement in secure 

care tends to be strongly associated with the youth's detention 

history and his having younger friends. If he has positive linkages 

with the ,sch061 he will most likely not be placed in secure care. 

Youth placed in group homes tend to have histories of drug or car 
I 

relat,ed offense's and have not previously run from'DYS programs. 

Youth in foster homes tend to be juvenile status offenders from 

homes tha,t are probably les!3 financially secure. Youth placed in , 
non-residential programs tend to be black, come from les,s stab'le and " 

financially secure homes, have committed crimes against the person, 

and have done much of their criminal activity alone rather than with 

others. 

II 
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In order to obtain some general assessment of youths' experience 

in the various programs, questions were asked of youth about the 

kinds of relationships they had with p~ogram staff. For this 

analysis, we treat each program experience as a case; because some 

youth experience more than one progr.am as they move through the 

PYS system, the total number of progratffi experiences exceeds the 

number of youth sampled. Of particular interest were relationships 

involving communication, decision-~aking, providing help, and the 

punishing or rewarding of behavior. Responses to the~e questions 

in Table 9 indicate that youth have different experiences depending 

on the type of program with which they are involved. For example, 

81% of the youth in non-residential programs said that staff tried[ 

to explain to them what \<las happening in the program as compared 

to 73% in group~homes, 68% in foster care, and 56% in secure care. 

Non-residential programs and foster care consistently received more 

f?/:jorable assessments than did group homes or secure care. Forty-
.-=:=...-:....;..:-:;-;---::.:::~;;'_/.' 

seven percent in non-residential and 44% in foster care indicated 

that they had opportunities to participate in decision making by-
.\ 

actually making choices, while only 33( of youth in group homes 

'and 26% in secure 'care said that they were able to make choices. 

To de,termine to what extent program staff were actually trying 

to advocate for youth in the community or trying to reintegrate the 

youth by linking them with positive supports in the community, 

youth were asked how program staff tried to help. They were asked 

to decide whether staff were merely providing encouragement or whether 

they were actually trying to find jobs for them, place them in al-

.. 

.' '.'~ 
' .. 
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Table 9 

Staff-Youth Relationships By Type 

of Program 

Relationship 

,1. Staff try to make 
you understand 
wha tis happening? 

a) Yes 

b) Sometimes 

c) No 

Total % 

Total N 

2. Staff let you share 
in decisions? 

a) No 

b) Yes, ask youth 
c) Yes, let youth 

make choices 

Total % 

Total N 

3. Staf~ help you stay 
out bf trouble? 

a) No 

b) Yes, encourage 
, youth 

c) Yes, help youth 
get jobs, into 
alternative prcgrams 

Total % 

Total N 

Secure 
Care 

56 

16 

28 

100 

(106) 

38 

36 

26 

100 

(105 ) 

37 

39 

25 

100 

(10 1) 

Type of Program 

Group 
Home 

73 

15 

12 

100 

(259) 

26 

41 

32 

100 

(255) 

19 

52 

29 

100 

(250) 

Foster 
Home 

68 

15 

17 

100 

(53) 

19 

36 

44 

100 

(52) 

15 

41 

43 -
100 

(53) 

Non
Residential 

81 

7 

12 

100 

(43) 

9 

44 

46 -
100 

(43) 

12 

37 

51 

100 

(43) 
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Table 9-Continued • ~ Table 9-conti~ued 
Staff-Youth Relationships ,By Type .. 

Staff-Youth Relationships by Type 
of Program ~ t i 

of Program 

II 
1 

Type of Program 
Type of Program 

Relationship Secure Group Foster Non-
Non-Care Home Home Residential Re:ta·tionship Secure Group Foster 

" Care Home Home Residential -- --
4. Will staff 6. Do staff reward you 

ptmish youth? if you do well? 

a) No 11 17 17 39 a) No 31 21 34 16 
b) Yes, separate i 

b) inc1uc1e me 15 6 9 12 
J 

Yes, 
from group 32 10 7 19 

( c) "Yes, additional 
c) Take away 

\ 
privileges 38 35 34 42 

privileges 45 64 61 37 

a t d) Yes, make me look 
d. Yes, hit youth 7 2 4 gocx:1 in front of 
e. Yes, embarass others 3 7 2 5 

youth 2 3 2 2 e) Yes, make me 
f. Yes, make you feel good 13 31 21 26 

feel guilty 3 4 9 2 -- Total % 100 100 100 100 
Total % 100 100 100 100 Total % (106) ( 251) ( 53) ( 43) 
Total N (105) (253) (54) ( 43) 

7. Do staff reward you 
5. Do Staff punish youth 

'\' for what other kids 
for what other kids do? do? 

a) Regularly 38 
'.'1 

22 20 11 a) Regularly 18 21 22 22 
b) Sometimes 28 33 33 22 b) Sometimes 16 22 14 14 
c) Never or hardly ever 34 45 47 67 c) Never or hardly 

Total % 100 100 100 100 ~ 

1 ever 66 57 ·64 64 

Total N (93) , (216) ( 45) (27) 'I Total % 100 100 100 100 
r 

Total N (74) ( 201) (36) ( 36) 

. f>L*'A'" -
;~~,:. 
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ternative schools, or link them up with youth oriented programs. 

Fifty-one percent of youth in non-residential programs and 43% 

in foster cai'e indicated that staff tried to develop such linkages 

while twenty-nine percent of youth in group homes and somewhat 

surprisingly, 25% in secure care facilities ,felt this way. Over 

half the youth in group hOlmes felt that staff tried to help by 

providing encouragement. While these data do not comprise an 

adequate test of how a program is linked with the larger community, 

it is clear that the group homeS are not regarded by youth as 

helping them become re-established in the community to any sig

nificantly greater extent than the secure care facilities. 

The Center's cross-sectional data and subculture data should 

provide more detailed answers to the question of community linkage. 

If a large number of group homes create small isolated environments, 

even though relatively humane compared to the training schools, then 

we will need to explore more fully the lack of community linkages. 

Is it because of the nature of the clients, the resistance of the 

community, the inclinations of the staff, or the role of group homes 

in the larger DYS structure of services? 

The dominant pattern of punishment across all program types is 

n secure programs separatJ.ng out dif-"tak ... ';J.' ng away prJ.' vJ.' leges. " I ' 

ficult to control youth is a close second response. P~orty percent 
\, 

of youth in non-residential programs said that youth were not punished. 

There is also a greater tendency in secure programs to punish a 
. 

group of youth for what one or two may have done, The dominant mode 

• i 

'\ 
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of rewarding good behavior is providing additional privileges. 

The second most often mentioned response, except in secure care, 

is "making the indJ.' vJ.' dual feel good." F 'ew programs reward the 

entire group for what one person has done. 

Some interesting response patterns not indicated in Table 9 

occur when youth are asked to assess their chances of not getting 

into trouble again. SJ.'xty t f th f percen 0 e oster care youth felt 

that they had an excellent chance as contrasted to 47% of youth in 

group home and non-residential programs, and 28% in secur6 programs. 

These responses represent what turns out to be a fairly realistic 

assessment of chances as will be seen in later sections- of this 

report where recidivism iS'analyzed for this cohort sample. 

This brief look at youth assessments of their relationships 

with program staff clearly indicate that from their point of view 

they do have qualitatively different- experiences depending upon 

the type of program in which they are placed. Because initial 

placement is largely determined by the range of services available 

within the region in which one resides, rather than other backg~ound 

characteristics, these data would tend to suggest that regions with

out adequate foster care and non-r,es~dential programs should make 

concerted efforts to expand their program alternatives. 

1. 

v. The Community: Long Run Impact 

Relationships with significant others 

The long run impact of program experiences in DYS can be measured 

in part by the quality of linkages 1 t' , or re a J.onshJ.ps with various sig-
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nifica.nt others in the community. A full analysis of these linkages 

will have to await more comprehensive analysis of the data. P:1:0-

gram experience is but one of many variables which influence re-

lationships in the community. In Table 10, we explore one of these 

related variables. When we asked youth whether their bosses at 

work tend to help them or not in finding a place in the community, 

we discover that final non-residential placement or detention in 

a treatment unit are the only program variables which are related 

to this variable. We have coded the "help" variable "one" if bosses 

were not helpful and "zero" if they were helpful or if they were 

not in contact with the youth. The variable thus represents un

helpful contact. Participation in a non-residential program is 

associated with bosses either helping or having no contact with the 

youth, while being detained in a treatment unit prior to court is" 

associated with bosses n,ot helping. This latter relationship is 

the strongest of all the variables related to bosses helping. Youth 

not detained are more likely to report that bosses do not help than 

youth detained. The detention relationships are indicative of. a 

trend for early decisions in the juvenile justioe process to con-
,'i 

tribute gheatly to not only immediate but long. range consequepces. 

Regions I, II, and VI are related to bosses helping while in . 
other regions youth are more likely to believe that bosses do not 

help. Males are more likely than females to view bosses as not 

helping. Blacks are not likely to consider bosses helpful. Youth 

living with both, parents are less likely to find bosses not helpful 

Ii 
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Table 10 

Multiple Regression of "Unhelpful contact with the 
Boss at Work" on Background and Program variables 

Final Non Residential 
Deten tion Trea tmen t 1+ 
Nonaet.ained 
Run from DYS Unit 

Region I 
Region' II 
Region VI 

Female 
Black 

Mother and Father 
Father Only 
Father Unskilled 
Mother White Collar 

Self Reported Past crimes' 
Cars with Others 
Property and Person with Others 
Drug s ,.,i th Others 
Property Alone 
Juvenile Alone 

~Current Charge-Person 

Kids use Pot 

Aspirations--Job Skilled 

Kids '..rant to getAway from Society 
Kids want to be Pa:r.i::, of Socl~ty 
Kids want to get Back at Society 

Don" t . Hang wi th DYS Kids 

Regression Constant 

Multiple Correlation 

Unhelpful contact with 
Boss ~tt Work 

-.8234*** 
5.5487*** 

.7907*** 
-.3187*** 

-5.1209*** 
":4.5973*** 
-1.0306*** 

-.6667**'1.' 
.4506*** 

-.3965*** 
.8763*** 

-1. 0708*** 
-" •• 1558 * * *. 

-.4145*** 
-.4898*** 
-.3890*** 

.3776*** 

.5873*** 

.4961*** 

.6396*** 

.9949*** 

.5934*** 

.6503*** 

.3251*** 

.3403*** 

-.6'70 

.954*** 

.-~===~~============ 
* Th~"~~t~'a;rdinarily ;farge absolute values of. regression coef~icients.\ 

for detention treatment and Regions I and II ~n columns of ,th~s and '" 
other tables where these three yariables appear togetheroare prob':lbly 
contribut;ed to by rounding erro~ in ~he computer beca~se of ~he h~<;Jh 

!J correlati'6n of detention treatm:rnt w~.th these two reg~on var~ables. 

-':.:...' -----------------~--
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'. than youth living with their father only. Youth with a history 

of participating with others in car theft, property and ~~rson 

offenses, or drugs are likely to find bosses helpful, while 
I", 

youth with ~icurrent charge of a crime against a person or a 

history of property or status offenses alone are more likely to 

find bosses not helpful. 

Another very crucial relationship for juveniles in trouble is 

their relationship with police. As noted in Table 11, youngsters 

in the sample who are status offenders, who have been detained in 

a treatment unit or who do not hang with other DYS youth indicate 

that they either have rewarding experiences with the police or 

little contact at all. Generally youth who have been detained and 

youth, initially placed in secure care indic'ate that police do not 

reward th~m for good behavior., 

Another key relationship for many you+:'h is their association 

with a community service program once they leave DYS. Youth were 
I 

asked to recall what they considered to be the best community pro-

gram in which they participated. They were then asked whether this 

program evaluated them as a "good kid". Youth in Regions I, II; 

and VI, as shown in Table 12, are less likely to perceive themselves 

, as being considered "good kids" than al':e youth in other regions. 

Youth who were not detained and those detained in treatment units 

are likely to sense that the community service program regard them 
" 

as "good k.ids". Males are mOre likely to have a positive per-

. ception than females, and blacks believe that they a,re viewed 

positively. Youth whose father is in ut.skilled employment or 
I", 
:' 

mother has white collar employment do not see themselves re-

garded as "good kids." On the other hand youth who live with 
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Table 11 

Multiple Regression of "Unrewarding Contact with 

the Police" on Background and Program Variables 

Current Charge-Juvenile 
Detention Treatment 

Don't Hang with DYS kids 

Ndndetained 
Initial SecUre 

Regression Constant 

Multiple Correlation 

Unrewarding contact with 
the Polica 

-.2943*** 
-.1692** 

-.1051* 

-.0995* 
.1465** 

.931 

.418*** 
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Table 12 

Mul tiple Regre'ssion of "Best Community Program thinks 
Youth .is a Good Kidl! on Background and 

Program Variables 

= 
Best Community Program 

Thinks Good Kid 

~egion I 
'Region II 
Region VI 

Nondetained 
Detention Treatment 

Female 
Black 

Father Unskilled 
Mother White Collar 
Mother Unamployed 
Father Only 

Self R~ported Past Crimes 
Cars Alone 
Juvenile Alone 
Property Alone 
Property with Others 
Drugs with Others 

Current Charge-Person 

Sequence Secure 
Sequence Non Residential 
Initial Group Home 

Run from a DYS Unit. 

Kids use Pot 

Kids Want: to Get Away from Society 
Kids Want to be Part of Society 

Years of Schooling (grade) 

Regression Constant 

Multiple Correl'ation 

-:1.4961*** 
-2.5467***' 
- .5995*** 

. .4263*** 
2.8642*** 

.2219*** 

.3477*** 

- .6117*** 
- .2648*'** 

.1542*** 

.6640*** 

.1198* 

.3l62~** 

.2112*** 

.1442*** 

.1945*** 

.3315*** 

-.3420*** 
- .7664*** 
- .2130*** 

.. 2054 

.2941*** 

.3403*** 

.2619*** 

.0320* 

- .503 

.615*** 

! 
,I 

I 
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a father only or whose mother is unemployed are likely to feel 

that the program considers them "good kids". Youngsters who have 

a history of stealing cars or committing status or property of

fenses alone are likely to believe that they are view as good 

kids. Rather surprisingly, youth whose current charges is a 

crime against a person believe that they are regarded as good 

kids. Youth who have a history of participating with others in 

drug use or property offenses do not believe that community 

service programs rate them as good kids. 

In terms of placement program, youth who begin and end their 

sequence of program assignments in a secure program or non-residen-

tial program and youth placed initially in group home programs do 

not share positive perceptions. 

In addition to direct questions about rel~tionships'between 

youth and significant others, the longitudinal study relies on the 

more indirect semantic differential technique to probe those rela-

tionships. The semantic differential consist,s .of having youth " 

indicate on a' seven point scale bi-polar adjective list, composed 

of such adjectives as good-bad and fair-unfair, their rating of 

several significant others such as mother, father, police, and pro-

gram staff. Youth are first asked to indicate about how they feel 
". 

about the significant other in question and then to indicate how the 

significant o,ther would rate them. ~n later analyses, responses 

will be analyzed to provide a basis for assessing self image and 

any change in self image as the youth move through the juvenile 

justice process. At this.time we will only look at the evaluation 

------------- -,-,_ .. --
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dimension of the semantic differential for a few significant 

others in order to indicate how the data will describe the nature 

of relationships and.thereby provide us with a description of the 

youths' links with the community. 

Among the significant others are the police. Table 13 reflects 

the variables emerging from the regression analysis wh~ch influence 

how youth evaluate police. Youth charged with status offenses 

are more likely to be positive toward the police than youth charged 

with other offenses. Youth who do not hang around with other DYS 

youth, who come from white collar families, and who attend school 

regularly are also more likely to perceive police positively. And 

youth in Region II tend to be more favorably disposed toward the 

police than youth living in other regions. On the other hand youth 

who expect to hang around with 'the same youth they hung with before 

gett~ng into trouble, and who have a history of either property or 

property and person offenses are more likely to be negatively dis

posed toward the po"lice. These youth are more frequently cast in 

an adversary role with the police and this probably explains their 

differential responses. 

Youth were also asked how they think their, friends-feel about 

them. They were more likely, as noted in Table 14, to believe that 

their friends saw them favorably if they were black, male, young in 

age, had not been previously detained or if detained, held in a 

treatment unit. '1'his image was also favorable if they came from 

families where the mother was unemployed, or where there was only 
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Table 13 
" ' 

Multiple Regression of "Youth Evaluation of Police" 

on Background and Program Variables 

Current Charge-Juvenile 
Self Reported Past Crimes 

Property and Person with Others 
Property Alone 

Don't Hang with DYS Kids 
Hang with Same Kids 

Father White Collar 

Attend School Regularly 

Region II 

R~gressionConstant 

Multiple Correlation 

Youth Evaluation 
of Police 

5.1037*** 

-2.9837'(' 
-1.7444* 

3.0164** 
-2.7644*** 

2.3645* 

.534B* 

2.7112* 

14.273* 

.500*** 
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Table 14-

Multiple Regression of "Friends' Evaluation of 

Youth" on Background and Program Variables 

Black 
Female 
Age 

Nondetained 
Detained Treatment 
Prior Commitment 

Father and Mother 
Father Only 
Mother Only 
Father Unskilled 
Mother White Collar 
Mother Unemployed 

Current Charge-Person 
Self Reported Past Crimes 

Juvenile Alone 
Property Alone 

. Property with Others 
Drugs with Others 
Property-Person with Others 
Cars with Others 

Run from DYS Unit 

Kids use Pot 

Kids Want to be Part of Society 
Kids Want to Get Away E'rom Society 

Don't Hang with DYS Kids 

Aspirations-Job Skilled 

Sequence Non-Residential 
Final Non-Residential 
Region I 
Region II 
Region IV 
Region V 
Region VI 
Region VII 

Regres~ion Constant 

Multiple Correlation 

Friends' Evaluation 
of Youth 

7.9225*** 
-10.3102*** 

-1.4062*** 

16.4275*** 
110.3262*** 
-3.3910*** 

-13.5555*** 
16.7780*** 
-7.6053*** 

-17.4195*** 
-9.2402*** 

5.8528*** 

10.6458*** 

13.6359*** 
8.9705*** 

-6.6437*** 
-8.6409*** 
-7.6858*** 
-5.2431*** 

-8.7330*** 

12.9899*** 

11.7072*** 
8.5-997*** 

5.7557*** 

. -25.1287*** 

-11.3423*** 
-10.9449*** 

-1-07.1718*** 
-104.5654*** 

-9.3425*** 
6.0468*** 

-29.2460*** 
-11.2363*** 

52.562 

.941*** 

r 
i r 
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a father as head of household. A favorable image was also as

sociated with a history of doing crime alone, particularly status 

and property offenses, having friends who use pot but are not 

former DYS charges and who want to either be part of or get 

away from society. Youth did not feel that their friends evaluated 

them favorably if they were from families with either both natural 

parents or the mother only, with a father engaged in unskilled 

employment or a mother engaged in white collar employment. Un

favorable images were also associated with being previously com

mitted to DYS and having run from DYSi or huving committed crimes 

with other youngsters, particularly property, property and person, 

car theft, and.drug offenses. In terms of DYS programming, youth 
. 

\,lhose final program experience was a non-residential program were 

more likely to feel that their friends evaluated them less favorably 

than youth in other programs. This may have been because non-

residential program youth are more clearly identified to their 

friends as youth in trouble and receiving services. youth in 

Regions I, II, IV, V, VI, and VII are also more likely to believe 

that friends view them as less favorable than youth from Region III. 

Finally we will look at those variables which tend to be as

sociated ~ith a positive self image by the respondent of himself. 

Sample youth were asked to evaluate the_mselves with the result shown 

in Table 15. youth had more favorable self-images if they had been 

detained and those detained in shelter care and custodial units were 

more apt to have positive self-images than youth detained in treat-
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Table 15 

Multiple Regression of "Self E 1 . va uat~on" on 
Background and Program Variables 

Nondetained 
Detention Treatment 

Father Ivhite Collar 

Current Charge-Juvenile 

:: 

Kids Want to Get Away From Society 

Regression Constant 

Multiple Correlation 

:-

Seif Evaluation 

-2.1013*** 
-2.0103** 

1.6586* 

2.223** 

29.515 

.303*** 
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ment units. Youth who had fathers employed in white collar jobs 

and youth charged with status offenses were associated with positive 

self-images. Youth who indicated that their friends wanted to 

get away from society tended to think less favorably of'themselves. 

Again we discover that the early experiences with detention have 

a stronger impact on long run results than the more immediate 

program experiences. It is clear that caution must be exercised 

in the decision to detain since some youth apparently are gaining 

reputations or enhanced self-images because they are detained; 

it would appear that for these youth detention is fostering more 

stake in a delinquent career. 

This very exploratory section on relationships has yielded 

some rather surprising results. The set of variables with high 

associations which appear consistently throughout the tables, with 

the exception of the evaluation of police, is the se't of detention 

variables. We would probably have expected the more immediate 

program experiences to be more strongly related to the subsequent 

community relationships than detention, but these program ~ariables 

appear only sporadically. In addition to the 'detention items, some 

background variables also influence the nature of relationships 

from time to time. Still, the long run impact of not being detained 

or being detained in specifid kind~ of units comes through pOwer-

,fully. 

2 • Recidivism 

The most prominent impact question for many interested policy-
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makers is whether the new DYS system has any appreciable effect 

on recidivism. In the beginning section of this report we com-

pared current recidivism rates ,~ith those of the institution-based 

system in fiscal year 1968, as fully as presently available data 

permitted. In that analysis recidivism was determined on the 

basis of official record data. Since these data are not yet 

available for all regions, however, our analysis in this final 

section of the report will employ a measure of recidivism based 

on our own follow-up of youth by means of our network of contacts 

with the youth correctional system. The criterion of recidivism 

!s court appearance, but this method picks up specifically those 

court appearances that come to the attention of personnel in the 

youth correctional system, ordinarily because the youth were de

tairled by DYS for appearance in court on a new offense. This method 

thus tends to underestimate those court appearances which involve 

less serious charges that do not result in a priori detention. Such 

court appearances frequently end in dismissal. Consequently, it 

will be apparent that the rates of recidivism obtained by using this 

method are more like those based on official recQrds where the 

criterion of recidivism is a court disposition involving probation or . 
recommitment, as reported in the first section. To obtain these 

rates we followed the youth for six months beyond compietion of a 

residential program, or for nine months from the beginning of a 

non-residential program. We counted recidivism occurring during pro-

\ 
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gram contact as well as during the follow-up period. 

We reported preliminary results of this measure of recidivism 

on incomplete samples of the first four regions a year ago. Our 

more nearly complete data now does not significantly change our 

recidivism estimates for those four regions, but does'underscore 

the importance of the reservations we stated at the time concerning 

anY'generalization from those four regions to the state system as 

a whole. other regions ar~ apparently turning out differently as 

the data on them accumulates. Finally, of course, it must be 

kept in mind that we are talking only of six-month rates, and the 

longer term rates that will eventually be available from the of

ficial record checks may be different. 

For the completed youth in our sample as of March 30, 1975, 

34% had recidivated. As shown in Table 16, Region I youth are 

doing best at staying out of further trouble followed by youth in 

Regions II, III, IV, VII, V, and VI. Black youth and males are 

more likely to recidivate in this initial six months period, as are 

youth who were previously committed or referred to the Department. 

Detained youth, particularly those detained in custodial units, are 

more likely to recidivate than non-detained youth. 

We can determine the relative impact of program on recidivism 
I 

by looking at the ~ecidivism rates i~ relation to the final program 

placement from which the youth is released into t?e community. It 

should be noted that here we add a "no program" category to designate 

those youth who either were placed on traditional parole without 
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Table 16 
Recidivism Rates by Selected 

Background Characteristics 

Background Characteristics % Recidivating 

Region 
1) I 18 
2) II 27 
3) III 27 
4) IV 33 
5) V 51 
6) VI 78 
7) VII 38 

Total N 

Race 

1) Black 61 
2) White 31 

Total N 

Sex 

1) Female 24 
2) Male 37 

Total N 

Prior Commitment 
or Referral 
1) Yes 46 
2) No. 26 

Total N l',-' 

Ci 
(,~ 

'N 

49 

64 
52 

51 
47 

18 

45 -
326 

28 

286 -
314 

62 

264 -
,326 

135 

191 -
326. 

-- ~ 
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Table l6-Continued . 
. ReQ.idi vism Rates By Selected 

Background Characteristics 

Background Ch~racteristics % Recidivating 

Detained/Non-Detained 43 

1) Detained 
2) Non-Detained 19 

Total N 

Where Detained 
1) Custodial 59 
2) Treatment 32 
3) Sheltercare 40 

Total N 

Final Placement 
1) Secure Care 60 
2) Group Home 27 . 
3) Foster Care 19 
4) Non-Residential 23 
5) No Program 48 

Total N 

N 

209 

117 

326 

61 

63 
85 -.-

209 

63 

157 
41 

34 

31 

326 

,IF 

'#.: 

() 
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any formal program experience or ran from a program arl:? remained 

unattached to any other program. It is clear that youth from 

secJ?,it'\ care recidivate at a faster rate than youth in less secure 

programs. It isrpossible ~hat the Department doe~a good job of 

selecting out those youth who are hi~fher risks a1'id holding them 

in secure care. This interpretation would be more convincing 

if the detention decisions were not so closely related to place-

ments. Because those decisions appear to depen~ to a large ex-

tent on factors unrelated to y6uth but rather to characteristics 

81: regions, it is pbssible that youth ari~ placed in sec~re care 

who .should not be there i11 t1)e first place and it is this p'iace-
. ,', ,', (' 

inent which is ha\'ing a"negative effect on thk:ir chanc~s of making 

it subsequently in the community. Since the recidivism risk of 

permitting youth taiJarticipate in the less secure pr~grams is 

rii~ch less, it would seem preferable ,to restrict secure care to. 

juveniles who clearly need intensive supervision. 

Taking ail of the background and relationship variables in a 

'regression eqti2:\t.;i6~ with recidivism as dependept
" 

as in Table 17, 
\\,'-, !; 

we can assess the differential impact of the va.i~,iables whirrh tend 
I( I; 

to be most associated \<;i th recidivism "{hile controlling for all 
. 

other variables. The variable which is most strongly related is 

Region VI. 
\ 

Tlhis would indicate that youth' in Region VI have a high 

proba~~~li ty of recidi va ting • While that is th~~ case for the. sample 
:--,--

\\ 
represented here, the r0ader should remember that Region VI is under-

,} 

T 

.' 
~' 

,~ 

c 
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Table 17 

Multiple Regression of Recidivism on 

Background and progi-~m Variables 

Recidivism 

, ' 
:.,.-, --,--,------------------------
Region V 
Region. VI 
Region VII 

Nondetained 

Final Secure 
Sequenqe Secure 

Run from a D~S Unit 

Kids l.1se Pot 

Parents No Help 
Staff No Help 

Current Cha.~ge-Person 

Regression Constant 

MUl~iple Correlation, 

.2833*** 

.3673*** 

.1525* 

-~.1725*** 

.6175*** 
-.4060*' 

. 
.1790*** 

.1363** 

- .134 3* 
.2092*** 

-.1610* 

1 •. 296 

.551*** 

/1 
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represented in the completed sample, as f M h 3 o arc 0, 1975. Sub-

sequent but still incomplete returns indica,te that the final 
'-,\ 

recidivism rate for the full sample will be somewhat lower for 

this six month exposure period in Region VI. Region V is also 

associated with recidivism. In this region almost all of the 

youth in our Region V sample are completed cases* ahd consequently, 

we do notE\xpect any significant change in the rate. A possible 

explanatiori for the high rate of recidivism in Region V is the 

relative lack of program diversity in that region. Most youth 

there are either in secure or group home programs with little 

utilization of either foster homes or nQn-res~d'ent~al 
.1. .1. programs. 

Region VII is also slightly associated with the likelihood of 

recidivating. T11e ~mpo t f h 
.1. ranee 0 t e original decision to detain 

for longer run cons ' equences ~s once again underscored, since youth 

who were not' detained are not as 1 ~k:,e'ly t ' d ' 
.1. 0 rec~ ~vate as youth who 

were detained. 

Controlling for other factors, the influence of final'program 

is similar to what the original cross.,.tabulor relationships sug-

gested, but slightly more complicated. Youth who are in secure 

placements are more likely to recidivate than youth ~n other less 

secure placements, although this tendency is lessened if a youth 

began in. a secure pla, cement, and' also 
',I subsequently ended there. 

This relationship supports the notion f b 'ld' o u~ ~ng rigorous safeguards 

around secure care plac~ments so that only those youth who really 

-----------------------~~ 
*See Table 5 in this report. 
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require close supervision are actually placed in such programs. 

It also emphasizes the importance of monitoring transfers from 

other programs to secure care. Secure care programs cannot simply 

be seen as convenient "little prisons" to force group home youth 

into con~ormity. The ramifications of secure care are too profound 

to be handled without vigilance. 

'We also discover that youth who have previously run from DYS 
. 

are more likely to recidivate as are youth who have friends who 

use pot. 

Only two of our relationship items emerge through this rigorous 

controlling process as related to recidivism. Somewhat surprisingly 

youth who believe that their parents are helping or have no con-

tact with the youth tend to re~idivate more than those who feel 

their parents are unhelpful. On the other hand, youth who say that 

program staff do not help are more likely to recidivate. This is 

another indication that the type of program does make a difference. 

It also is'~ri'indication that~he~e'si~ff a~e not try{ng to ~uild 
\. '; 

community linkages for youth those youth suffer long run consequences 

of further contact with the juvenile justice system. 

The only offense category which is related to recidivism in 

this regression analysis 'is crimes against persons. Youth who 

commit these types of crimes are less likely to recidivate than 

youth committing other kinds of crimes. 

Thus the types of variables which tend to influence the chances 
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of recidivism most are the region where a youngster resides, 

whether the youth was detained or placed in secure care, and 

whether he believes that staff are trying to help. Regio~ is 

related to the youngster's program experiences in terms of the 

range of programs offered by a region and the availability of 

placement opportunities. 

VI. Implications of the Longitudinal Study 

The above analysis preliminary though it is, has considerable 

implications for policy and future research analysis. Clearly, the 

type Qf prog,ram placement is related to a youth's chances of re

cidivating within the first six months of exposure to the community. 

While youth in foster care are doing best followed by youth in non

residential prosrrams and youth in group homes" the differences 

a~ong these program types is not particularly significant. But 

Youth in these d ' programs are olng far better than youth in secure 

Care programs. That the secure care youth are more likely to re

cidivate, seems reasonable because of a tendency for the secure care 

uni ts· to work 1,o1i th hl' gher r,l's'k youth. G' h lven t e analysis to date, 

however, it seems likely that the higher recidivism of secure care 

youth is not solely related to youth characteristics. Instead, their 

failure appears partially due to the exp~riences they have within 

the secure care programs and the attached negative labels which 

restr~~t their program alternatives and influence future decision-
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makers. 

Further analysis will incorporate relationship, aspiration, 

and semantic differential measures not included in tt~ present 

exploratory analysis, especially measures based on initial inter-

views. These measures will be important in distinguishing the 

effects of selection from the efficacy of programs. We will also 

employ analytical techniques borrowed from econometrics in seeking 

to make this distinction. Even without such a distinction, how-

ever, it is clear from the present analysis that the gr~at majority 

of DYS youth do well in non-secure settings without presenting 

inordinate danger to the public. Some have claimed that the new 

non-secure programs have constituted a revolving door. That hap-

pens to be true of the secure programs, which have hiif recidivism 

rates and are much like the more secure among the old i~stitutions 

in this respect. It is clearly not true of the more open programs. 

At this point it seems reasonable to restrict secure care only to 

those youth who cannot be handled in a less secure program and to 

improve the quality of secure care. In recent months the Depart-

ment has, in fact, ,generated several new secure care programs. to 

replace some of those which are in this sample, and it is continuing 

to wrestle with monitoring intake into secure care program~. 

Another program implication is that those regions ,which more 

fully implement a broad range of program alternatives for youth are 

increasing the chances of youngsters, making it in the community. 
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The data also indicate that there is considerable variability 

among group home programs in terms of their ability to build 

linkages for youth in the community. In future analyses, we will 

subclassify that category in order to determine characteristics 

of those groups which are best able to establish those kinds of 

linkages. 

The inordinate long run impact of early decisions, particularly 

detention decisions, is very suggestive. Decisions made early in 

the process tend to restrict a youth's program options. For some 
I) 

'. 
youth this may be justifiable, but long run consequences are so 

significant that the decisions to detain and where to detain require 

careful monitoring. These findings on the impact of detention 

have implications for the deinstitutionalization of status offenders. 
• ,'I 

In the state of Massachusetts CHINS youth have been officially re-. ,. 
, , 

moved from the authority of the Departr!1ent of Youth Services, but 

they are continuing to be detained in DYS detention centers. T~e 

data reported here certainly indicate that detention in units 

which are part of the ju~enile justice system should be avoided 

whenever possible. The data would also tend to support the notion 

of developing~outside the criminal justice system short term 

emergency shelter care programs or youth host~ls as alternatives to 

the ,customary detention units with their implicit and explicit stig-

matization~ 

~ : .'{ 
, ~~ 
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Finally, it should be noted that while the less secure pro

grams seem to be \'lorking out better for youth, it is probably 

unwise to assume that they are so be~ign that youth who would 

otherwise not be placed in DYS should now be adjudicated and ex

posed to those programs. It is possible t~at what we are dis

covering is that youth who minimally penetrate the formal justice 

system do better. As the analysis continues we will be looking 

at a comparison group of youth who were detained but not placed 

in DYS. That analysis may go further in addressing this issue of 

minimal penetration. 

j 
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